Essential Question: What can stories teach you?

Unit 1 Week 1

Story
“Wolf!”

Genre
Fantasy

Story
“Jennie and the Wolf”

Genre
Fable

Story
“Bruno’s New Home”

Genre
Fantasy

Comprehension Strategy

visualize

Comprehension Skill
character traits

Vocabulary Strategy
context clues: synonyms

Writing Traits
ideas: focus on an event

Grammar
sentences and fragments, capitalization and punctuation

Other Skills
word families

Genre
Fantasy

Vocabulary

ached- hurt or felt sore

concentrate- think very carefully about what you are doing

discovery- something that was hidden or unknown is found

educated- has a great deal of knowledge

effort- work needed to finish a task

improved- became better at something

inspired- encouraged to do something good

satisfied- pleased with the way something happened

clap

camp

hand

stamp

snack

rack

grabs

grin

bit

man

anthill

cramp
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